WHAT’S NEW

Look What’s New with RADAR®
Innovation in Incident Response Management
Contractual Obligations Workflow: New Patent and
Downstream Capabilities

GDPR: Address EU Data Privacy Concerns with
Automated Assessments

RADAR has been issued a third patent by the US Patent and
Trademark Office for the unique approach to managing client
notifications for contractual obligations. The Contractual
Obligations Workflow uses the RADAR regulatory workflow to
treat contractual obligations as jurisdictions, extending RADAR
functionality to help manage upstream and downstream
contractual notifications for complex incidents involving multiple
clients and timelines.

Developments in European Law pose immediate regulatory
risks and penalties to businesses that trade with Europe.
RADAR closes the loop and fills gaps in existing compliance tools
through automated assessments that allow an organization
to be able to respond to every detected incident within the
time period specified by GDPR (72 hours). RADAR is uniquely
positioned to provide consistent, scalable, and context-sensitive
decision support guidance for new and emerging data protection
laws in Europe and beyond.

Introducing Print Notification Letters
Manage the complete lifecycle of regulatory and contractual
incident response. Create and maintain notification letter
templates so that, if an incident requires notice to affected
individuals, regulatory agencies, or clients, RADAR incorporates
notification-specific data into the letters and generate notices
for distribution while maintaining a repository of every
notification sent.

RADAR Action Alert Add-on for Splunk
Splunk is a platform that monitors and analyzes security logs,
allowing users to search, transform, save and trigger alerts
based on various criteria and patterns that appear in the log
files being monitored. With the RADAR Alert Action Add-on,
users can manually or automatically create an incident in RADAR
from Splunk. This add-on creates a gateway for other Splunkconnected security and privacy tools to have events pushed into
RADAR as privacy incidents for further assessment.

RADAR Named Top
10 Security System
Solution Provider by
Insurance CIO Outlook
Insurance CIO Outlook has
selected RADAR, Inc. as
one of the Top 10 Security
System Solution Providers
of 2017. Selection is based
on company core competency, product and service offerings,
innovations, and market reach of the company, along with the
culture of innovation within the organization and challenges
the company is tackling. RADAR is committed to being at
the forefront of developing innovative incident response and
decision-support solutions for the insurance sector and other
highly regulated industries to help ensure compliance with
complex and changing data breach laws.

About RADAR, Inc.
In today’s world of increasingly complex and changing privacy regulations, cyber attacks, and data breaches, leading organizations trust
RADAR®, a patented SaaS-based incident response management platform that simplifies and streamlines compliance with federal and
state data breach laws. The RADAR Breach Guidance Engine™ leads users through an intuitive workflow that profiles and scores data
privacy and security incidents and generates incident-specific notification guidelines to help ensure compliance with federal and state laws.
Fortune 100 companies and other organizations from heavily regulated industries in finance, healthcare, insurance, and beyond rely on
RADAR for an efficient and consistent process for incident response. Learn more at radarfirst.com
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